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Summary of key findings 

Microbial protein (MP) has been proposed as a more sustainable protein source compared to soymeal 

or fishmeal. However, it is not known how MP-based feed compares to alternative protein sources in a 

life cycle perspective, and whether it can be considered sustainable in absolute terms. Using life cycle 

assessment (LCA) combined with Planetary Boudnaries we showed that environmental performance 

of MP-based feed is generally comparable to that of soybean. We also showed and that in most, but 

not all, cases impact scores are within the assigned share of the safe operating space. Environmental 

performance of MP-based feed was found to depend largely on downstream process, namely 

production of energy that is used for centrifuging and drying. Our results suggest that despite being 

relatively immature technology, heterotrophic MP-based feed has the potential to become sustainable 

in absolute terms. 

 
Background and relevance 

An increasing global population is causing alarming depletion rates of many planetary resources: 

production of chemical fertilizers alone has increased by 500% over the last 50 years due to 

agricultural intensification to supply the animal and vegetable protein for human consumption. Current 

modes of agricultural protein production are inefficient, generate large amounts of waste, have a high 

land and water footprint, are energy intensive, and are generally unsustainable [1]. Therefore, new and 

lower-footprint modes to produce protein-rich feed or food ingredients are needed. Microbial protein 

(MP) consisting of microbial biomass – grown on residual resource streams – can generate nutritive 

proteins  with quality equal or exceeding those of traditional references like soy of fishmeal. Several 

studies have suggested that MP has a significantly lower environmental impact compared to traditional 

protein sources [2]. Nevertheless, this studies did not consider the full life cycle of the proteins and 

furthermore did not relate the impacts to absolute environmental boundaries [3]. In this work we apply 

novel Planetary Boundaries based life cycle impact assessment (PB-LCIA) methodology [4] to analyse 

the environmental substainability performance of MP made from heterotrophic mixed culture grown 

on industrial wastewater and used as shrimp feed. Comparison was made with traditional fishmeal and 

soybean meal. We first established the size of the safe operating space for each of the planetary 

boundaries and then calculated the assigned share of the safe operating space that the MP is entitled to 

occupy basing on final consumption expenditures or status quo (grandfathering). System boundaries 

for the MP-based feed are presented in Fig. 1.1. 

 
Results 

Results of the assessment are illustrated for two planetary impact categories: climate change with 

energy imbalance as control variable, and biogeochemical flows with nitrogen fixed from air as 

control variable (Fig. 1.2). The results are presented for the MP-based feed, which protein composition 

cosists of 20% of microbial protein and 80% of fishmeal (D0 in Fig. 1). They are compared with 100% 

fishmeal (D2) or 100% soybean (D3).  When impacts are lower than the assigned share of the safe 

operating space, the product can be considered sustainable in absolute terms. 
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The results show that when inventory uncertainties are considered, impact scores are within the 

assigned share of safe operating space, indicating that the the MP-based feed can be sustainable in 

relation to the planetary boundary for climate change. Similar performance is observed for other 

planetary boundaries (data not shown). The MP-based feed performs somewhat worse for the impact 

categories related to biogeochemical flows. The major contributor to the impacts are the use of energy 

for centrifuging and drying. Indeed, in a hypothetical scenario when average electricity mix for 

Belgium is substituted with electricity from wind turbines, the performance of MP-based feed 

electricity improves (impact scores decrease by up to 1 order of magnitude).  

 

Discussion 

This first assessment of environmennal sustainability performance of MP-based feed in relation to 

planetary boundaries showed that i) its performance is comparable to alternative feed made from 

soybean, and  ii) in absolute terms, impacts from MP-based feed life cycle are in most (but not all) 

cases within assigned share of safe operating space. Further optimization of technology should focus 

on optimizing energy use in the production stage of the MP life cycle. When electricity grid mix 

become greener, heterotrophic MP-based feed has the potential to become sustainable in relation to 

planetary boundaries and overcome soybean meal performance. 

 

 

 
Figure 1.1 System boundaries for heterotrophic production of microbial-protein based feed and its use in 
shrimp aquaculture. 
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Figure 1.2 Impact scores and their 95% confidence intervals for heterotrophic production of microbial-
protein based feed and its use in shrimp aquaculture (D0), shown relative to the assigned share of the 
safe operating space calculated based using final consumption expenditure based (FCE only and X per 
cap & FCE) and status quo (that is grandfathering) principles. Comparison is made with 100% fishmeal 
(D2) and 100% soybean meal (D3), and with a scenario where electricity used for centrifuging and drying 
of the MP comes from wind energy (3VPM). 
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